THE EUROPEAN FEDERATION
NOW !
The Euro is in danger
The European Union is falling apart
Each day the crisis becomes more menacing
Everyone is aware that the only solution is political
But without a vision, the heads of state meet and decide on a case by case basis
NO MAJOR STEP AHEAD - EACH DAY DISASTER APPROACHES
Faced with this worrying situation and the present democratic deficit of the Union, anonymous
concept remote from people, we, citizens of all countries of the EU refuse to remain passive. We
stand up and demand urgently the setting up of a strongly united federal Europe. This is the only
effective way to meet present challenges. We feel deeply European no matter what nationality
we may be, through our common culture and scale of values, our common history and all the
links that we weave each day in our work, our entertainment, out travels, our friendships and
often our families.

IT IS TIME TO TAKE ACTION
WE DEMAND THAT A STRONG EUROPEAN FEDERATION BE SET UP URGENTLY
BETWEEN WILLING COUNTRIES TO SAVE OUR FUTURE
-

We want a unique currency managed by one minister of finance backed by one
emission bank applying a common economic and fiscal policy.
We want a common defense force uniting all the military means of our countries
and supporting a unique diplomacy
We want Europe to have the legal personality of a nation. The European
Federation shall be the base for the economical activity of our countries, and
shall represent us in the world and protect us.

We know that if Europe is strongly united, our children may enjoy a brilliant future on a
peaceful, powerful, and democratic continent where we all stand together.
Mister President of the European Parliament,
You have been elected in a democratic way; hence you represent all European people
and have the necessary authority and power to launch the revolution we expect.
We demand you to put pressure on the institutions in order to initiate the
EUROPEAN FEDERATION which is the key to our future by setting up a CONVENTION
which will propose the proper treaties.
It is not only your right, it is your duty.
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